
Corrosive Primers - How do I clean my gun after using them?
I know the mantra for cleaning my flintlock after shooting black powder.   What is the correct technique for cleaning
,lets say, a 303 SMLE after shooting corrosive primed mil-surp ammo? Do you just concentrate your effort in the bore
itself, or do you have to "wash" everything that accumulates any soot like the bolt face, mag feed rails, etc?

 

The bore gets rinsed in water, dried and oiled. The bolt face gets wiped clean with a wet cloth, dried and oiled. 

With an M-1, you have to wash the gas piston too.

In some M-N rifles, when shooting corrosive 7.62x54, I have noticed that some 'leakage' will turn up later as flour rust
in odd places, but it's generally not a big deal. 
 

I seem to recall from military days hot soapy water followed by clean hot water. I dried the bore and then used a good
solvent. I scrubbed the bolt just like the bore. All I had was military bore cleaner. I have no idea what's in it. I still use
the hot soapy water followed by clean water whenever I shoot corrosive ammo. It seems to flush out the corrosive
salts. My bore cleaner now is Hoppes #9 and Marvel mystery oil.

If you don't at minimum give the bolt face a quick swipe with a damp cloth, then oil it well, you'll soon have a rust
ring from primer leakage. I clean more extensively in the action when shooting 1970s steel case Romanian export 8mm
ammo in my Mausers, because this stuff leaks back powder gas around the cases enough to visibly soot up the outsides
of the cases, the bolts, puff up my eyebrows, and occasionally sting my face with blown particles. Be sure and wear
your glasses when shooting that stuff! It's getting powder gas carrying corrosive salt blown all through the action. 

Oh yeah, whenever a primer pierces or a case cracks and releases significant gas, the bolt needs to be fully stripped
and cleaned inside, as well as wiping out the whole inside of the receiver and magazine.

Here's the deal on corrosive primers. The corrosive chemical is a salt and thus, is very hydroscopic. Any water based
cleaner will do the job, warming it makes it more efficient but is not really necessary. The trick is to be liberal with the
water. A wetted patch is only partially effective and should not be used as a long-term cleaning option. The most
effective method is to remove the bolt, insert a funnel into the chamber area and pour water down the barrel. I prefer
hot because it makes drying so much easier. 

After a good flush, dry the bore with patches and go after the metal fouling with a good copper solvent. Then oil the
bore lightly being careful to coat the chamber too. Then wipe down the bolt face and oil. Every couple of months or
before putting it away for a season, strip the bolt wash in warm soapy water, dry, oil and reassemble. 

Adding soap, such as ivory or Murphy's Oil serves to make the water "wetter". It breaks down the surface tension and
lets the water coat surfaces better. I like to use a soap rather than a detergent because it works and it's simple. Soap
will not react to any other cleaners I may choose to use later on. I'm pretty certain that detergent is OK too, but, this
works so I'm not changing.

That's about it really. No Voodoo, no rocket science, just plain old hygiene.

BTW, there's no such thing as "neutralizing corrosive salts" (that phrase hasn't yet been used in this thread, but often
rears its ugly head in such discussions), and ammonia has no special anticorrosive effects other than being midly basic.
Salt has to be removed by flushing with adequate water to remove it completely, and ammonia's use is to remove
copper fouling.


